Surfer’s Paradise

Tone It Up
Bikini
Series

Complete this routine 2 Times through!

TM

pacific paradise
Perform a tricep pushup, and pop up onto your board,
staying in a low squat!
Alternate sides, repeating 10 - 12 reps total
This will get your booty, legs and arms warmed up & ready

Golden bay plie

With a wide stance, squat low and stand back up
performing a bicep curl, kicking one leg out to the side.
Alternating sides, repeat 20 - 30 times total
Works the legs & arms, and tones the outer thighs

single leg tricep
extension

Stand on one leg, and perform a tricep extension
Repeat 15 - 20 times, then repeat on the other side
Works the backs of your arms, and tightens the core

Kiwi Kick
On your hands and knees, kick out
your left leg and raise your right
arm. Kick your leg straight back
and then out to the side engaging
your booty, before crunching knee
to elbow. Repeat!
Perform 12 reps, then switch sides
This move targets the backs of the
shoulders, and the booty, as well
as toning the entire core!

HeeHaw cheerio
On your knees & sitting upright, lean back keeping
your torso in line with your quads. Reach your arms
straight out in front of you for balance. Keep your
balance!
Perform 15 - 20 reps ~ This targets the fronts of the
legs, and sculpts the abs

PLANK CHALLENGE

60 Second Plank challenge! Remember to breathe,
and maintain a neutral spine!

ROUND ABOUT
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Laying on your belly,
!
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!
!
paddle it out! perform
20 - 30 strokes to work the backs of your
shoulders, tones the booty & the core.
Finish it out by curling your legs, and pulling your
arms in tight, repeat 15 - 20 reps and keep your
arms & legs off the ground!

